Invitation to tender MOVE/B3/2014-381 for a service contract regarding Provision of technical and administrative support to the RIS expert groups

Contract notice in OJEU 2014/S 128-227763 of 08/07/2014

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Latest update 26/07/2014

Question 1:
Would you be so kind to answer us if we are eligible country (Israel) for this tender?

Answer 1:
The answer is provided for in paragraph 1.1 ("Participation") of the tender specifications. Tenderers outside the EU are eligible on the conditions foreseen in the WTO Multilateral Agreement on Government Procurement: http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_E/gproc_e/gp_gpa_e.htm

Question 2.
Is it accepted to submit certain administrative parts of the proposal in another EU language than English and the rest of the proposal in the English language?

Answer 2.
Yes, this is accepted. Nevertheless, for the sake of quicker evaluation process we would kindly ask you, if possible, to consider providing as many as possible of the administrative documents mentioned in English and where this is not possible to provide a summary translation.

Question 3.
With reference to “Section 2.3.2. Technical and professional capacity criteria and evidence, b. Criteria relating to the team delivering the service”, it is acceptable for the same expert to fulfill two profiles: Project Manager profile and RIS experts profile?
Answer 3.
Yes, this is in principle acceptable. However, please keep in mind that the roles and distribution of responsibilities of the proposed team will be evaluated under the award criterion "Organisation of the work".